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We review experiments devoted to the pressure inuen e on magnetism
in uranium intermetalli s, represented by several hexagonal UTX ompounds (T = transition metal, X = p-metal) and by the tetragonal ompound UNi2 Si2 . The typi al pressure indu ed phenomena involving the
stability of U magneti moments and their ex hange oupling are dis ussed
in onjun tion with expe ted variations of the 5f -ligand hybridization.
PACS numbers: 75.30.m, 71.20.Lp, 75.80.+q

1. Introdu tion
Physi s of U intermetalli s is intimately

f

onne ted with the

hara ter

of the U 5 -ele tron states, whi h appear at various stages between the
lo alized and itinerant limits depending on the intera tions with ele trons of
ligands of the U atom. Various aspe ts of ele troni

stru ture and magnetism

an be tested by studying pressure ee ts on material parameters. Pressure
experiments have re ently produ ed a number of striking results, e.g. the
pressure-indu ed enhan ement of the tiny U moment in URu2 Si2 [1℄ or the
appearan e of super ondu tivity in the ferromagneti
to

UGe2 [2℄, whi h give

ondensed matter resear h a new momentum.
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Apart from these highly attra tive

ases also some other pressure-indu ed

phenomena in U intermetalli s, although less exoti , deserve attention and
some are dis ussed in this paper. Sin e the anisotropi
pally ae ted in pressure experiments, the intrinsi
sure on interatomi
an anisotropi

f

5 -orbitals are prin i-

impa t of external pres-

distan es is emphasized, espe ially for materials with

linear

ompressibility [3℄.

of experiments involving hydrostati

In this

ontext the

ombinations

pressure and uniaxial stress are very

useful.

f

The main subje ts of our dis ussion are: the

ollapse of the itinerant

5 -ele tron ferromagnetism (antiferromagnetism) in UPtAl (UNiAl) under
hydrostati

f

pressure, phenomena indu ed in the itinerant 5 -ele tron meta-

magnet UCoAl by hydrostati
eld indu ed

pressure and uniaxial stress, pressure and

hanges of the antiferromagneti

(AF) ordering in UNiGa and

UNi2 Si2 .

2. UTX ompounds
We will fo us on UTX

p-ele

ompounds (T = transition metal and X =

tron element) with the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type stru ture. This stru -

ture is built up of UT and TX basal-plane layers alternating along the
-axis [4℄. The U ground-state moment in
from 0 to 1.6

ompounds of this group varies

B depending on the degree of itineran

that is mainly determined by the overlap of the

y of the U

5f

5f ele trons

wave-fun tions

en-

5f -ligand hybridization [4, 5℄.
axial magneti anisotropy [6℄ as a onsequen e of the 5f -ele tron bonding
within the basal plane and existen e of an orbital 5f magneti moment.
tered on the neighboring U atoms and by the

All these materials, irrespe tive of the ground state, exhibit a strong uni-

The

hara teristi

magneti

response is observed along the

-axis whereas

the basal-plane dire tions exhibit Pauli paramagnetism.

3. Collapse of ferromagnetism in UPtAl
under hydrostati pressure
UPtAl exhibits ferromagneti
whi h is a

ompanied by a

ordering of U moments at

spontaneous magnetostri tion rea hing at low temperatures

2  10

= 42:5 K,
3  10 4 and

TC

lear anomaly of ele tri al resistivity and by a

4 in the basal plane ( ) and along the
a



-axis (

), respe tively.

 0.8 GPa the spontaneous moment is redu ed
at a rate dMs =dp =
0:027B  GPa 1 while TC in reases: dTC =dp = 2:5
1 [7℄. For higher pressures the dT =dp values be ome gradually
K GPa
C
In hydrostati

pressures

p

redu ed and between 4 and 6 GPa a maximum is seen in the

TC

vs.

p plot

(see Fig. 1) followed by a rapid de rease with further in reasing pressure [8℄.
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This result is reminis ent of the observations on USe and UTe [9℄ and it
may be

on eived with a s enario that

hybridization:

onsiders the dual role of the

ausing the delo alization of

washout of the U magneti
tions between magneti

5f ele trons (and the

5f -ligand

onsequent

moment) and mediating the ex hange intera -

U sites. The hybridization is usually enhan ed with

in reasing pressure due to redu ed interatomi

distan es and the

onsequent

more extended overlaps of wave fun tions between neighboring atoms in the
latti e.
the

When the hydrostati

5f -ligand hybridization

pressure is in reased, the enhan ement of

auses a gradual washout of U moment and the

onsequent suppression of ordered magnetism. On the other hand, the inreased overlaps yield an enhan ement of ex hange integrals that
an in rease of

TC

moment is stable. In higher pressures, however, the ee t of the
magneti

moment dominates and the magneti

50

ause

easing U

ordering nally disappears.

20

P
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Fig. 1. Pressure dependen e of the Curie temperature of UPtAl (left) [8℄ and the
Néel temperature of UNiAl (right); the dashed line is a guide for the eye.

4. Collapse of itinerant 5f -ele tron antiferromagnetism in UNiAl
UNiAl is an itinerant

5f -ele tron antiferromagnet with spin u tuations

phenomena. The redu ed U moments in UNiAl order below
pe uliar AF stru ture with
stroyed by a magneti

eld

q

TN =19.3 K in a

= (0.1,0.1,0.5) [4, 10℄. The AF ordering is de-

 11.35 T below 4 K) applied along the
pressure, the TN is initially de reas 1:6 K GPa 1 . A linear extrapolation

B>B

(

-axis [4℄. When applying a hydrostati
ing at a nearly

T

p

onstant d N /d

to higher pressures points to a
The

TN

vs.

p > 1 GPa

p

 10 GPa,

riti al pressure for the suppression of the

T p value remains onstant.
p dependen e (Fig. 1), however, be omes strongly non-linear for
and TN vanishes around 3 GPa [11℄. The observed low stability

AF ordering

provided the d N /d

of AF ordering in UNiAl with respe t to pressure is one of the prin ipal
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attributes of the itinerant
UNiAl, the isostru tural
has

p > 30 GPa [12℄.

5f -ele tron antiferromagnetism.

In

ompound UNiGa with a stable lo al U

The U moments in UNiAl are

ontrast to

5f -moment

onsiderably suppressed

by pressure [13℄, whereas the moments in UNiGa are pressure invariant at
least up to 0.9 GPa [12℄ and only moderately redu ed in 2.3 GPa [14℄.

5. Pressure indu ed phenomena in UCoAl
UCoAl exhibits a paramagneti

ground state although the sus eptibility

 20 K [15℄. The magneti -eld indu ed ferromagnetism at low temperatures qualies UCoAl as an itinerant ele tron
metamagnet alike YCo2 [16℄. In ontrast to the itinerant 3d-ele tron metaTmax

has a maximum around

magnets that show the metamagneti

state in rather high magneti

(above 70 T in YCo2 ) irrespe tive to the eld dire tion, the
of the metamagneti
applied along

B

transition in UCoAl is as low as 0.6 T, but should be

. The metamagneti

tostri tion ee t

elds

riti al eld

110

transition is a

ompanied by a magne-

4 [17℄, whi h is negative along the -axis and positive

in the basal plane.

A ferromagnetism

an be indu ed in UCoAl by substituting U by small

amounts of Y [18℄ or Lu for U, Fe or Ru for Co [19, 20℄, and Ga, [11℄ In or
Sn for Al [4℄, but

an be suppressed ba k to the UCoAl-metamagnetism by

applying hydrostati

pressure [4, 22℄. The hydrostati

pressure also

an in rease of

B

metamagneti

transition in UCoAl itself. The estimated

and a suppression of the magnetization step

M

riti al pressure for

the disappearan e of metamagnetism in UCoAl is 7 GPa [15℄.
UCoAl also the inuen e of uniaxial stress along the

In

ual de rease of

B

ase of

-axis on magnetism

in UCoAl was studied [23℄. Contrary to the impa t of hydrostati
the appli ation of uniaxial stress along the

auses

a ross the

pressure

-axis of UCoAl leads to a grad-

yielding a net spontaneous magnetization for

p>

0.05

GPa [23℄ (see Fig. 2).
For physi s of UCoAl the anisotropy of the linear
portant. At room temperature

1:110

 lna/p

= 4:210

ompressibility is im-

3 GPa 1 and

 ln /p =

3 GPa 1 [3℄. Appli ation of hydrostati pressure auses a onsider-

5f 3d hybridization within the basal plane yielding
5f -ele tron states. Consequently, the B -value in reases

able enhan ement of the
a delo alization of

similar to the behavior of the ar hetypal itinerant ele tron metamagnets

like YCo2 [16℄. This me hanism probably dominates the ee ts of shrinking
the

-axis. The uniaxial stress along the

distan es along
redu ed

-axis

auses shrinking interatomi

and expansion within the basal plane.

The

onsequent

5f 3d hybridization within the basal plane may be stabilizing the

U moment. This s enario is plausible also in the light of magnetostri tion
data in UCoAl a ross the metamagneti

transition that is a

ompanied by
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Fig. 2. Magnetization urves measured in magneti eld along the -axis on a single
rystal of UCoAl exerted to various values of uniaxial stress. The magnetization
urve obtained at ambient pressure illustrated by a full bold line and the dashed
line that represents data for a hydrostati pressure of 400 MPa are given for omparison [23℄.
shrinkage of the
the ferromagneti

-axis and expansion of the
state in UCoAl

uniaxial stress along the

a-axis

[17℄. This implies that

an be stabilized by appli ation of the

-axis leading to the expansion of the

a-axis.

6. Pressure-indu ed hanges of magneti propagation in UNiGa
In UNiGa several types of AF stru tures are observed below 40 K [4, 24℄.
The onset of an AF ordering is

hara terized by an in ommensurate AF

stru ture (ICAF) with a wave ve tor
transition is observed to a

q

 (0,0,0.36). At 37.3 K, a rst-order

ommensurate AF stru ture with a periodi ity 3

(AF-3 ). With further de reasing temperature, UNiGa undergoes gradual
transformation to the ground-state AF phase (AF-6 ) with the
sta king via the intermediate

++ +

+

AF phases are built of basal-plane ferromagneti
ented along the

phase (AF-8 ). All these
sheets of U moments ori-

-axis and dier in the moment sta king along the

The simple AF phase
The U moment (

++ +

+

-axis.

sta king (AF-2 ) is absent in ambient pressure.

 1.4 B at 2 K) does not de rease substantially with in-

reasing temperature almost up to 35 K, where they retain more than 90 %
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of their low-temperature value. The

ombination of a relatively high Néel

temperature (40 K), a very small magneti
sition (

< 1:5

T) and the

eld of the metamagneti

on temperature indi ates that physi s of UNiGa is
balan e of ferromagneti

tran-

olle tion of long-period AF stru tures depending
onne ted with a deli ate

and AF ex hange intera tions. To understand the

spe ial hierar hy of ex hange intera tions in UNiGa, the inuen e of external pressure that modies interatomi
The evolution of magneti
magneti

distan es is of an obvious interest.

phases in UNiGa with pressure is seen in the

phase diagram (Fig. 3), whi h has been

pT

onstru ted from results

of several pressure experiments on UNiGa [12, 25, 26℄.
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Fig. 3. The pT phase diagram of UNiGa (left) [14℄ and the ombined
pT magneti phase diagrams of UNi2 Si2 [27℄.

B T

The ICAF phase is suppressed already by 0.3 GPa, the AF-3
eases in pressures above 0.6 GPa. Only the AF-6

and AF-8

and

phase

phases remain

in higher pressures and the temperature range of the latter phase be omes
gradually extended with in reasing pressure on a
phase. In pressures

p  1.8 GPa a new magneti

the phase AF-8 . The U magneti

ount of the ground state

phase is indu ed to repla e

moment remains inta t in pressures up to

0.9 GPa. The neutron dira tion experiment up to 2.3 GPa [14℄
that the new high-pressure indu ed phase is

+

AF sta king (we denote it as

AF-2

). This

onrmed

hara terized by the simple
on lusion is

onsistent with

the previously reported pressure ee ts on values of the eld of metamagneti
transitions that point to enhan ement of AF ex hange intera tions [12℄. An
uniaxial-stress experiment is desirable to address dierent
strongly anisotropi

ex hange intera tions (ferromagneti

plane and predominantly AF along the

-axis) in UNiGa.

omponents of the
within the basal
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7. Suppression of simple antiferromagnetism in UNi2 Si2
under magneti elds and hydrostati pressures
UNi2 Si2

rystallizes in the body- entered tetragonal ThCr2 Si2 -type of

stru ture (spa e group I4/mmm) [4℄ and orders magneti ally below
124 K with an in ommensurate (IC) modulation of U magneti
along the

-axis. The IC phase is

 (0, 0, 0.745). Upon
order magneti

stru ture.

TN =

moments

hara terized by a propagation ve tor

ooling a ross

T2

q

= 103 K, UNi2 Si2 undergoes a rst-

phase transition from the IC phase to a body- entered AF-I

At temperatures below 53 K, another order-to-order magneti

phase transition to the un ompensated AF (UAF) ground-state phase with

q

= (0, 0, 2/3) takes pla e. The ordered phases exhibit all the basal-plane

ferromagneti

sheets of the U moments oriented along the

mainly in the moment sta king along the
phase is hara terized by

+

-axis.

-axis and dier

In parti ular, the AF-I

oupling and the UAF phase by

++

oupling

of equal U moments. The U moments in the IC phase are supposed to be
sinusoidal modulated along

[28, 29℄.

Appli ation of the eld along the

-axis yields a strong in rease of

T1 ,

i.e. an extension of the stability range of the low-temperature phase (UAF)

at the expense of the AF-I phase (see the magneti
Fig. 3) [28, 30℄.

phase diagrams in

The high-temperature boundary of the AF-I phase is ini-

tially almost eld independent. Above 3 T, however, it be omes gradually
redu ed. As a

onsequen e, the interval of the stability of AF-I phase shrinks

rapidly with in reasing eld and the AF-I phase is fully suppressed in elds
above 4.4 T. On the other hand,
As

TN is pra

ti ally invariable up to 14.5 T [28℄.

an be seen in Fig. 3, the appli ation of hydrostati -pressure has an anal-

ogous inuen e on the magneti

phases in UNi2 Si2 , like magneti

eld. The

AF-I phase is suppressed at pressures above 3.4 GPa [31℄. A possible explanation of this pressure evolution

an be given within the Ising model with

the third-neighbor intera tion in luded (A3NNI model) [32℄.

8. Con luding remarks
Several

ase studies of the inuen e of external hydrostati

pressure and

uniaxial stress on magnetism in uranium intermetalli s were dis ussed. For
UPtAl, UNiAl and UCoAl, appli ation of hydrostati
stronger

pressure yields a mu h

ompression of the basal plane (due the mu h stronger

ity of the basal plane). This leads to a strong overlap of 5

d (Ni,Co) wave-fun

or 3

tions and a

f

ompressibil-

d (Pt)

(U) and 5

f

onsequent delo alization of 5 -ele tron

states. Then in UPtAl and UNiAl one

an expe t that the prin ipal pressure

impa t is realized on the U moment while the enhan ement of the ex hange
integral plays only a side role. Sin e the U magneti
the mutually

ompensating orbital and spin

sure ee t on the orbital

moment is

omposed of

omponents, the negative pres-

omponent, while the spin part may by ae ted by
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pressure only very little, will produ e a strongly non-linear pressure dependen e of U moment. Consequently, for UNiAl with a mu h more delo alized

f

5

moment the value of

of de rease of

TN

TN

de reases already in lowest pressures. The rate

with pressure be omes gradually enhan ed and the anti-

ferromagnetism in UNiAl

ollapses at a mu h lower pressure than estimated

by linear extrapolation from low-pressure regime. In UPtAl, whi h is
a terized by a

har-

onsiderably larger value of U moment in ambient pressure,

the pressure-indu ed enhan ement of ex hange integral presumably dominates the situation at lower pressures where the

TC in

reases. Above 4 GPa,

however, the negative pressure ee t on the U moment probably takes over
and the

TC -value

nally starts to de rease as a pre ursor of a

ollapse of

ferromagnetism in pressures above 8 GPa.

f

The ee ts on the itinerant 5 -ele tron metamagnet UCoAl indu ed by
the hydrostati
nario

pressure and uniaxial stress

an be

on eived with the s e-

onsidering the prin ipal role of modi ations of interatomi

f

distan es

within the basal plane on the delo alization of 5 -ele tron states, whi h is
riti al for the

onditions for appearan e of metamagnetism.

How far the

pressure ee ts inuen e the deli ate balan e of AF and ferromagneti
hange intera tions one

annot

on lude at this stage of resear h.

The U sites in UNiGa and UNi2 Si2 are

ex-

f

hara terized by a week 5 -ligand

hybridization and a large lo al U moments that is
almost pressure independent Néel temperature.

learly demonstrated by

Variations of interatomi

distan es indu ed by the applied pressure seem to have a negligible ee t
also on the size of U magneti

moment. On the other hand, the pressure-

indu ed transitions from one magneti
the

stru ture to another

hanges in the hierar hy of ex hange-intera tion

learly manifest

omponent.

This work is a part of the resear h program MSM113200002 that is nan ed by the Ministry of Edu ation of the Cze h Republi . It has been also
supported by the Grant Agen y of the Cze h Republi

(grant # 202/02/0739).
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